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Abstract
Dielectric properties, including linear (refractive index) and second-order nonlinear optical responses, of LiNb1⫺yTayO3-type
mixed single crystals with y  0:00; 0.81, 0.92, 0.97, and 1.00 have been quantitatively studied. Based on the corresponding
crystal compositions, the chemical bond method was applied. The results show that the dielectric susceptibilities at 1.064 mm
decrease remarkably with increasing tantalum content in the mixed-crystal system lithium niobate–tantalate. 䉷 2000 Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Mixed ferroelectrics have been the focus of intensive
fundamental and applied research for many years. Interest
in the study of these materials arises from the fact that the
physical properties of crystalline materials are governed to a
large extent by the composition of the crystals, thus can be
tuned by varying the composition. One of the simplest
systems of ferroelectric mixed crystals is lithium niobate–
tantalate (LNT) as both end members exhibit the same
crystal structure (space group R3c) with only slight
differences in the lattice and positional parameters. Both
border components which make up the system, lithium
niobate LiNbO3 (LN) and lithium tantalate LiTaO3 (LT),
belong to the small group of ferroelectric materials,
which are important for applications in many technological
fields.
Lithium niobate is of great interest since several decades
for both fundamental sciences and applications in optics due
to its large electrooptical and nonlinear optical (NLO)
coefficients [1,2]. Its crystal structure [3,4] and defect
structure [5,6] have attracted considerable interest these
years. Recent improvements have been achieved in the
field of holographic storage where two-color [7] and twocenter redording [8] have been developed. In the field of
frequency conversion, wavelength range and conversion
efficiency could be greatly extended using periodically
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poled structures in bulk crystals [9,10] or in combination
with waveguides [11].
Lithium tantalate has gained interest in similar fields due
to its large NLO coefficients [12] and photorefractive
damage resistance [13]. Applications include surface acoustic
wave devices [14], holographic storage [15,16], channel
waveguides [17,18], periodically poled structures [19], and
electro-optic deflectors [20].
Despite all similarities, there are also specific differences of the physical properties, which make it important
to study the mixed system LNT in more detail. Phase
matching properties, e.g. for NLO applications like sum
frequency generation or optical parametric oscillation
could be influenced very sensitively by the composition.
To a certain degree, the mixed system yields also a simple
crystal modeling method that may lead to good functional
materials.
As lithium niobate has been much more intensively
investigated than lithium tantalate, it is reasonable to use
lithium niobate as the starting point in the considerations
of the current mixed system.
Lithium niobate is a slightly nonstoichiometric, typically
Li-deficient crystal, preferably grown at the congruently
melting composition with 48.5 mol% Li2O. A large variety
of dopants ranging from the ⫹1 valent state H ⫹ to the ⫹3
valent state earth cations can be introduced into the crystal
structure frame of lithium niobate crystals. Most are
known to occupy Li sites [21]. This can be understood
from the defect structure of Li-deficient lithium niobate,
all recent investigations have shown that preferably
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Table 1
Calculated dielectric susceptibilities of LiNb1⫺yTayO3 mixed crystals at 1.064 mm
LiNb1⫺yTayO3

Refractive index n0
d22 (pm/V)
d31 (pm/V)
d33 (pm/V)

y  0:00

y  0:81

y  0:92

y  0:97

y  1:00

2.23
2.72
⫺4.94
⫺25.31

2.077
1.84
⫺3.15
⫺17.80

2.056
1.72
⫺2.91
⫺16.78

2.046
1.67
⫺2.79
⫺16.32

2.04
1.64
⫺2.73
⫺16.03

lithium vacancies are formed [5,6]. From the viewpoint
of the synthetic chemistry, the dopant usually prefers to
occupy the vacant lattice site in the host. Even excess Nb
in nonstoichiometric lithium niobate occupies vacant Li
sites.
In contrast to these Li-site dopants, tantalum is isomorphous to niobium and replaces niobium when introduced
into the crystal structure frame of lithium niobate. As
tantalum can substitute for niobium up to 100%, i.e. up to
a complete exchange, it is very important to study the
influence of the tantalum ‘dopant’ on the properties of
lithium niobate crystals. Any changes in the crystal
composition will finally affect all physical properties of
the crystal, such as the linear dielectric response, i.e. the
refractive index, and the second-order NLO susceptibility.
Our previous experimental and theoretical studies have
shown the important effect of different compositions of
lithium niobate on its corresponding dielectric responses,
respectively [22,23], but both studies explain the effect of
niobium cations on lithium sites in lithium niobate crystals
on the dielectric responses. Therefore, the current study
about the tantalum dopant on niobium sites will, in a
sense, complement our earlier work towards a more
thorough understanding of the influence of different
dopants, occupying different lattice sites, on the dielectric
properties of lithium niobate type crystals. Eventually
general information can be gained about the way how
dielectric properties can be effectively modified.
Our chemical bond method allows us to understand
dielectric responses of crystal materials from corresponding
crystallographic structures by using the constructed
structure–property relationship [24]. In an earlier work
[25], we have quantitatively studied linear and secondorder NLO responses (at 1.064 mm) of LN and LT, from
their respective detailed crystallographic structures at room
temperature. Since LT and LN have the similar crystallographic structures, we therefore, in the present work, can do
some predictions of dielectric responses of the mixed
lithium niobate–tantalum crystals, LiNb1⫺yTayO3 with y 
0:00; 0.81, 0.92, 0.97, and 1.00 (hereafter, abbreviated as
LNT). In the present work, their dielectric responses include
refractive indices n0 at 1.064 mm and all independent
second-order NLO tensor coefficients d22, d31, and d33 at
1.064 mm.

2. Theoretical method
As shown in the previous studies [24], the chemical bond
method regards certain macroscopic physical properties of
a crystal as the combination of the contributions of all
constituent chemical bonds. According to the relationship
between the crystal structure and dielectric responses of
crystal materials, the linear and second-order NLO properties
of any crystal can be calculated using the appropriate
geometric sum of the respective properties of its corresponding constituent chemical bonds. On the basis of the crystallographic structure of an assigned crystal, its linear and
second-order NLO susceptibilities x and dij thus can be
written as:
X m m X m m
x
F x 
Nb xb
1
m

m

and
dij 

X
m

⫹

(

Gmij Nbm 0:5{ ZAm ⴱ ⫹ n ZBm ⴱ = ZAm ⴱ ⫺ n ZBm ⴱ }fim xmb 2
d m qm

)
Gmij Nbm s 2s ⫺ 1r0m = r0m ⫺ rcm 2 fcm xmb 2 rm
;
d m qm

(2)

respectively. Parameters used in Eqs. (1) and (2) and in
Table 1 include:
F m : Fraction of bonds of type m composing the crystal;
x m : Linear susceptibility contribution from m -type
bonds;
Nbm : Number of bonds of type m per cm 3;
xmb : Susceptibility of a single bond of type m ;
Gmij : Geometrical contribution of chemical bonds of
type m ;
ZAm ⴱ ; ZBm ⴱ : Effective number of valence electrons of A
and B ions, respectively;
n: Ratio of numbers of two elements B and A in the bond
valence equation [23];
fim ; fcm : Fractions of ionic and covalent characteristics of
the individual bonds, fim  Cm 2 = Ehm 2 ⫹ Cm 2  and
fcm  1 ⫺ fim ; where C m, Ehm are the average energy gaps
due to ionic and covalent effects;
d m : Bond length of the m -type bonds in Å;
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Fig. 1. Stereoscopic view (to be viewed with crossed eyes) of the
lithium niobate crystal structure. Light gray: oxygen; small dark
spheres: lithium; larger dark spheres: niobium. Oxygen octahedrons and triangles are indicated by sticks.

q m : Bond charge of the m th bond;
s: Exponent in the bond force constant (2.48);
rcm  0:35 r0m : Core radius, where r0m  d m =2;
r  rAm ⫺ rBm = rAm ⫹ rBm  : Difference in the atomic sizes,
where rAm and rBm are the covalent radii of atoms A and B.
All of the above parameters can be deduced from the
detailed chemical bonding structures of all constituent
atoms, which are obtained from the corresponding crystallographic structure of the assigned crystal material [24].
3. Results and discussion
The crystal structure of lithium niobate in the ferroelectric
room temperature phase is characterized by distorted
oxygen octahedra as sketched in Fig. 1. The octahedron
centers are occupied by the cations in a stacking sequence
… –Li–Nb–A–Li–Nb–A–… along the c-axis, where A
represents a structural vacancy (an empty octahedron) [3].
Nb and Li ions are displaced from the exact center positions
along the ferroelectric c-axis, thus giving rise to the ferroelectric polarisation. Off-center displacement and distortion
of the octahedra cause various different bond lengths for the
Nb–O and Li–O bonds, respectively. The principal bond
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situation is shown in a stereoscopic view in Fig. 2. Due to
the three-fold symmetry, always three equivalent bonds
rotationally spaced by 120⬚ exhibit equal lengths. In the
calculations, two kinds of Nb–O bonds and two kinds of
Li–O bonds are regarded, neglecting the longer ones of the
Li–O bonds. When Ta atoms are introduced into the crystal
frame, they replace Nb atoms. A corresponding amount of
Ta–O bonds instead of Nb–O bonds has to be accounted for
in the calculations.
The current work is carried out on the basis of our
previous calculations of LN [23,25]. Starting from the
detailed crystallographic data of LN and LT, we have
calculated corresponding chemical bonding structures of
all constituent atoms of LN and LT, respectively. According
to the detailed chemical bonding situations of Li, Nb and O
atoms, we can calculate chemical bond parameters and
linear and second-order NLO properties of all constituent
Li–O, Nb–O and Ta–O bonds. The contributions of these
constituent chemical bonds are then geometrically summed
up yielding the total linear and second-order NLO responses
of LN and LT crystals or LNT-type mixed crystals. For the
calculation of the linear optical response of LNT, only an
isotropic approximation is used yielding the ordinary
index of refraction. This is justified by the fact that the
birefringence of LN and LT is in the order of 2 and 0.2%,
respectively. Effects of this magnitude are beyond the possibilities of the method applied. As a further approximation,
we assume in all calculations that length and orientation
of all bonds in the mixed crystals is the same as in the
respective pure crystals.
We carried out our calculations for crystal compositions
of LiNb1⫺yTayO3 for which experimental values of the
refractive indices already have been reported [26], namely
for crystals with y  0:81; 0.92, and 0.97. The final values
are summarized in Table 1 together with the values for the
pure crystals lithium niobate and lithium tantalate, which
have a good agreement with the experimental data for
NLO coefficients [23,25].
The calculated results for the refractive index are plotted
in Fig. 3, for the three independent tensor coefficients of the
nonlinear susceptibility in Fig. 4. Also plotted in Fig. 3 are
available experimental data for the refractive indices. As is
evident from both plots, the dependence on the tantalum
content is linear in a very good approximation. The lines
plotted in both figures are linear fits to the calculated data.
This supports our recent work where we had shown that
often a linear correlation between dielectric properties and
constituent atoms in crystals with similar structure exists
[27].
From the linear fits, the numerical dependence of the
dielectric properties on the Ta content y in LiNb1⫺yTayO3
can be derived to be
n0  2:23 ⫺ 0:19y

3

d22  2:72 ⫺ 1:08y

4
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Fig. 2. Stereoscopic view (to be viewed with crossed eyes) of the bonding topography around niobium (large dark) and lithium ions (small dark)
in lithium niobate. Light gray: oxygen ions.

5

d33  ⫺25:3 ⫹ 9:27y:

6

Included in both plots are corresponding data for nonstoichiometric lithium niobate where Nb ions replace Li
ions up to a certain amount [23]. As can be concluded
from the plotted data, the effect of this replacement on the
dielectric susceptibilities is remarkably stronger than the
effect of the Nb/Ta replacement. This indicates that in
the lithium niobate lattice Li sites are much more sensitive
to any sort of doping than Nb sites. Two factors are
responsible for this matter. When Li is replaced by Nb,
four additional Li vacancies are formed, reducing the

dielectric response. Further, the oxygen triangle near the
Li site is the largest of all oxygen triangles in the lithium
niobate lattice (Fig. 1, thus can be distorted most easily).

4. Conclusion
From the constituent chemical bond viewpoint of crystal
materials, we have studied the effect of replacing Nb by Ta
cations in lithium niobate crystals on their dielectric properties. Refractive indices and second-order NLO susceptibilities of the LiNb1⫺yTayO3 type mixed single crystals with
y  0:00; 0.81, 0.92, 0.97, and 1.00, at 1.064 mm were
26
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Fig. 3. Refractive index n0 of lithium niobate tantalate LiNb1⫺yTayO3
(squares: calculated, circles: experimental) and nonstoichiometric
lithium niobate Li1⫺5xNb1⫹xO3 (triangles) as a function of Ta content
y or excess Nb content x. The solid line is a linear fit to the
calculated data.

Fig. 4. Tensor coefficients of the nonlinear susceptibility for lithium
niobate tantalate LiNb1⫺yTayO3 (open markers) and nonstoichiometric lithium niobate Li1⫺5xNb1⫹xO3 (filled markers) as a function
of Ta content y or excess Nb content x. Circles: d22, squares: d31,
triangles: d33. The solid lines are linear fits to the calculated data.
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calculated. The present work shows that the dielectric
responses of lithium niobate–tantalate decrease approximately linearly with increasing Ta content. A comparison
with corresponding data for nonstoichiometric, Li-deficient
lithium niobate shows that replacing Li cations has a
considerably stronger effect on the dielectric properties.
Obviously, lithium sites are the more sensitive lattice sites
affecting the dielectric properties of lithium niobate. Therefore, the dielectric properties should be modified more
strongly by introducing dopants into lithium sites.
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